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Abstract 
Mauro, D., Derived linear systems of context-free grammars, Theoretical Computer Science, 83 
(1991) 189-203. 
Suppose that b is a vector of frequencies of productions in a context-free grammar. In a 
generalization of Wetherell’s illustration of a derived linear system, Chaudhuri has derived a 
matrix M such that Mb = (-1, 0, 0, , O)T if b is a vector of production frequencies of an arbitrary 
derivation. The converse of this result is considered. Via an extension of the concept of Euler 
path, grammars are characterized for which Mb = (-l,O,O, , O)T implies the existence of a 
derivation whose production frequencies are given by b. And, for the remaining context-free 
grammars, the above matrix equation is shown to differ from complete production frequency 
definition by the graph-theoretic condition of connectedness. 
1. Introduction 
In his overview of probabilistic grammars, Wetherell [3] used the context-free 
grammar 
(0) S+E 
(1) E+aEET 
(2) E+T 
(3) T-tbE 
(4) T+c 
to illustrate the construction of a system of linear equations that are implied by the 
relationships existing among the production frequencies of an arbitrary derivation. 
Calling this system of equations a derived linear system, Wetherell argued that if S 
is the start symbol and if J;, 0 G i s 4, is the frequency with which production i is 
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used in an arbitrary derivation, then 
1 -fo = 0, 
fi+f2-&i-.&=0, (1.1) 
fi +f3 +fo -f2 = 0. 
He also stated that such systems can provide important information about a grammar 
(citing in particular the number of independent variables as a measure of grammar 
size), and then posed open questions, including “How is the rank of the derived 
linear system determined, and can it be seen by inspection of the grammar?” and 
“Do structural changes in the grammar change the rank in some obvious way?” 
The reasoning leading to equations (1.1) was later generalized by Chaudhuri et 
al. [l] in a paper on the consistency of grammars whose probabilities are empirical 
relative frequencies. Formalizing Wetherell’s arguments, Chaudhuri showed that 
l if G is a context-free grammar with non-terminals N, = start, N2, N3, . . . , N,, 
l if the productions whose left side is N, are given by N, + uia, 1~ a < ni, 
l if f$’ is the number of times that N, appears on the right side of the production 
N + Uia, 
l if D is an arbitrary derivation in which the production N, + uia is used b,, times 
then 
- 1 = 5 b,,(f::‘- l)+ z b,,f::‘+ $ b3,f::)+ . . a+ ; b,fl;‘,‘, 
a=, a=, a=, a=, 
0= ; b,,f::‘+ z bza(f:;)-l)+ ; b,,f:;‘+. . .+ 5 b,,f:;‘, 
a=1 a=, a=, a=, 
0= ; b,,f;;‘+ ; bzafjl;)+ ; bJf:;)-l)+. . .+ $ b,,f;;‘, 
a=1 a=, a=, a=, 
(1.2) 
0= ; b,,f:;‘+ ;j b2afjr;)+ 5 b&-i;‘+. . .+ ; b,(f::‘-1). 
a=, a=, o=, a=1 
Proof. Suppose j> 1. Then the number of productions invoked by D whose left 
side is Nj is C2=:l=, b,,, and the number of occurrences of N, on the right sides of 
the productions in D is CT=, Czf=, b,, f$‘. These, of course, must be equal (since no 
instance of Nj is left unexpanded), which is precisely the equality expressed by the 
jth line of equations (1.2). 
If j = 1, then a similar argument applies, accounting for N,‘s role as start 
symbol. 0 
It is easily seen that the equations (1.2) reduce to equations (1.1) under Wetherell’s 
grammar, suggesting that the derived linear system of an arbitrary context-free 
grammar may be defined as the system of those equations given in (1.2). However, 
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it is to be noted again that those equations are only implied by (rather than de$ne) 
the production frequencies of an arbitrary derivation; neither Wetherell nor 
Chaudhuri has argued that, if non-negative integers &(fi) satisfy equations (1.2), 
(l.l), then there is a derivation whose production frequencies are those values. 
This paper addresses precisely that issue. Context-free grammars for which 
equations (1.2) define the production frequencies of an arbitrary derivation will be 
characterized, from which it will follow that the rank of the derived linear system 
of such a grammar is the rank of the system of equations (1.2). And, for the remaining 
context-free grammars, equations (1.2) will be shown to differ from complete 
production frequency definition by the graph-theoretic condition of connectedness. 
2. Notation and definitions 
Throughout this paper, C will denote a context-free grammar with non-terminals 
N, (start symbol), N,, N3,. . , JV, and terminals t,, t,, f3,. . . , t,. The terms Uia, ni 
and f$’ will retain the meanings given them by Chaudhuri, and gzj will denote the 
number of times that 5 appears on the right side of the production N, + uia, 1 s j s s. 
The frequency of production N, -+ Uia will be indicated by bioy with the understand- 
ing that the b,‘s are arbitrary non-negative integers, not necessarily the frequencies 
of a derivation. The term b will denote the column vector (b, , b,, b3, . . . , br)T, where 
bi is the vector of frequencies (bi, , biz, bi3, . . . , bin,). Vector b will be said to admit 
a derivation in C if there exists a derivation whose productions occur with precisely 
the frequencies of b, and matrix MC will be an r x C:=, ni matrix with the property 
that, if the columns are labeled 
c11, Cl2,. f., Clrl,, C2l, c22,. . . , C2n*, *. . , &I, Cd,. . . , cm,, 
then the entry in row i, column cka is f:f’ if i # k; flf’- 1 otherwise. It is easily 
notedthat M,b=(-l,O,O,... , O)T is equivalent to equations (1.2). 
This brings us to the following definition. 
Definition 2.1. Suppose C is a context-free grammar as above. Let d = max{ m, 1 m, 
is the number of symbols in u,,, 1 G i G r, 1 G a s n,}. Then the augmented grammar 
of C, denoted C,, will be defined as the grammar that results by (1) replacing each 
instance of each terminal in u,,, 1 s i c r, 16 a s ni, with the terminal symbol t, and 
(2, aupending to the right side of the resulting string exactly as many terms t as is 
necessary to obtain a string of d symbols. (The resulting grammar C,, thus has only 
one terminal t, and each string uia has exactly d symbols in it. Also, some productions 
of C, may not be distinct, but this is of no consequence.) 
The following observations are made: 
b admits a derivation in C e b admits a derivation in C,. 
Mc~=&, implying that the notational distinction may be 
henceforth abandoned. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
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Definition 2.2. Let C be a context-free grammar. Suppose there is a sequence S of 
productions 
such that N, is a term in the string uiln,, Ni, is a term in the string uizn2,. . . , Nim is 
a term in the string Ui,,_,a,,,_, and Ni, is a term in the string u+, . Suppose there 
exists a derivation in C that does not invoke any production whose left side is in 
{ Ni, ) Nl, is a non-terminal on the left side of some production in S}. Then S is called 
an island in C. 
It is clear that 
S is an island in C i? S is an island in CA. (2.3) 
Now suppose that G is a rooted, directed multigraph with vertices W,(root), 
W,, W,,..., W,. Then the indegree and outdegree of vertex W, will be denoted 
I,( Wi) and O,( Wi), respectively. (These will be written 1, and Oi when there is 
no possibility of confusion.) Vertex W, will be called isolated iff Oi = Ii = 0. The arcs 
will be assumed distinguishable; if there are exactly I arcs from W, to Wj, then 
those arcs will be denoted aYl, uU2, alj3,. . . , aijl, and the number of arcs from W, 
to Wj will be denoted fc( Wi, Wj). 
Definition 2.3. Let C denote a context-free grammar as above. Let b denote a vector 
of production frequencies. Then G( C, b) will denote the rooted, directed multigraph 
such that 
(1) the vertices of G are N,(root), N2,. . . , N,, t,, 12,. . . , t,. 
(2) the number of arcs from Ni to Nj is precisely II=, bi,fi:). 
(3) the number of arcs from N, to 5 is precisely Cz’=, biag’,‘,‘. 
This implies 
(2.4) 
Furthermore, since C18=, b,, is the number of invocations of productions whose left 
side is Ni, it is clear that 
d x ; bi, = O,cc,b,(Ni) ‘f I u,, contains exactly d symbols, 
a=, 
l<icr. (2.5) 
It is now an easy matter to relate Chaudhuri’s equations to degree conditions of 
G(C,, b). 
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Lemma 2.4. Suppose that C is a context-free grammar whose augmented grammar CA 
contains productions each of which gives rise to exactly d symbols. Let b be a vector 
of production frequencies. Then Mb = (-1, O,O, . . . , O)T e 
(1) OG(C,,,,,I(N,) = d + dZ,,,,,,,(N,), 
(2) OG(C,,,h)(N) = dZG,,;,,,JN,), 2~ is r, and 
(3) Oc(C,,h)(t) = 0. 
Proof. (+): By (2.4) and (2.5), Z1 =I:=, XI:, b,,fL;’ and 0, =d CI:, b,,. Thus, 
by the first equation of (1.2), it is the case that I, - d-IO1 = -1, implying 0, = d + dZ, . 
Similarly, if 2~ is r, then (2.4), (2.5) and (1.2) imply Oi = dl,. And, since t is a 
terminal, its outdegree is 0. 
(e): Now suppose 0, = d + dZ, and Oi = dl,, 2 s i < r. Then substituting Oi = 
d CEt=, b,, and Z, =C:=, CE:, b,,fLT’, 1 s ia r, immediately gives Mb = 
(-1,0,-o,. . . ,o)T. 0 
Conditions (l), (2) 
admits a derivation in 
and (3) will prove “almost” sufficient to guarantee that b 
CA, and hence in C. 
3. Some results on multigraphs 
Before specific context-free grammars are considered, several graph theory results 
will be presented, to which reference will be made as the need arises. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose G is a rooted, directed multigraph with arcset E and non-isolated 
vertices W,(root), W,, . . . , W,. Suppose: 
(1) 0, =dZ,+d, 
(2) O,=dZi, 2<isq-1, 
(3) o,=o. 
Then 
Z,=l+(d-l)d-’ 2 Oi and l+d-’ ; 0,s q. 
,=I i=l 
Proof. Since fG(x, y) is defined to be the number of arcs in G from vertex x to 
vertex y, and since fG( W,, Wi) = 0 for all i, 1 s i < q, it is the case that 
o,= ; fG(W, W) 
j=l 
and 
zi= 5 fc(W., wi)==f’fc(wj, W,). 
,=I ,=I 
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i Oi= 5 5 fGCwi7 yJEqil f fC(W, Y) 
i=l r=l j=l i=l ,=I 
q-l q-l q-1 
= iC1 jCl fG( wi7 WI+ C fG( u/;, wq) 
I=1 
y-l q-1 
=Iq+ C C fGtwiyi, wj), 
r=l j=l 
giving 
q-l q-1 
C C fG(Wyi, ~)=-rq+ T? Oi 
i=l j=l i=l 
But Cf=, Oi = d +Cfl: dli = d +cpz: CJL: dfc( Wj, W,), implying 
q-l q-1 
C C fc(w,, WI=-1+-d-’ 5 0, 
i=l j=l i=l 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Thus, by (3.1), (3.2) and the symmetry in the subscripts over the double summation, 
-I~+ 5 Oi=-l+d-’ 2 Oi, 
i=l I=, 
which gives the desired equality. 
To demonstrate the inequality of the lemma, note that, by (3.2), 
C~~~C,“=~fc(Wj, Wi)~-l+d~‘~~=,Oi.ButC~~:fc(WJ, Wi)a1foreachi,2<i< 
q - 1. (Suppose not. Then CJI: fc( Wj, Wi) = 0, giving I, = 0. Since i # 1, this implies 
Oi =O, a contradiction of the assumption of non-isolation.) Thus, Cfzi 1s 
-1+ d-’ CT=, Oi, giving the result. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose G is as in Lemma 3.1 and suppose that (El > d. Suppose that 
there is a path from W, to Wi, 2 d is q-l. Then thereexistsvertex W,, lsksq-1, 
such thatfc( W,, W,) 2 d. Furthermore, if W,,, is any vertex such thatf,( W,,,, W,) 3 d, 
then I,,, > 0. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, we have I,=l+(d-l)d-lC~zl Oi and l+dPIC~=, Oiaq. 
Hence, I4 2 1 + (d - l)(q - l), implying that the number of arcs sent to W, is more 
than if each of the q - 1 vertices W,, W,, . . . , W,_, sent d - 1 arcs to W,. Thus, 
there exists a vertex W,, 1 G k G q - 1, such that W, sends more than d - 1 arcs to 
W,, implying that fG( W,, W,) 2 d. 
Now suppose fG( W,,,, W,) 3 d. If m > 1, then I, > 0 since 0, > 0. Thus, suppose 
that m = 1 and suppose I,,, = 0. Then 0, = d, indicating that all arcs exiting W, go 
to W,. The assumption of the existence of a path from W, to each non-isolated 
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vertex thus implies that W, and W, are the only non-isolated vertices, in turn 
contradicting the assumption that IE( > d. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that G is as in Lemma 3.1, suppose that /El> d and suppose 
that there is a path from W, to Wi, 2s is q - 1. Let W,, l< k s q - 1, be a vertex 
such that fG( W,, W,) 2 d (Lemma 3.2). Suppose H is a directed multigraph that 
results by the deletion from G of d arcs from W, to W, and the redirection of an arc 
a.,_ to W, whose destination in G is otherwise W, (again, Lemma 3.2). Then it is 
possible to select a.k. such that 
(1) O,(W,)=d+d&,(W,), 
(2) O,(W,)=dI,(W,), 2aisq-1, 
(3) OFf( W,) = 0, 
(4) there is a path in Hfrom W, to Wi, 2 aisq-1, ifk, and, ifi=k, thereisa 
path in H from W, to W, if W, is not isolated in H. 
Proof. Parts (l), (2), (3) and certain cases of (4) hold regardless of how a.k. is 
selected. 
Proof of (1): If k=l, then O,(Wk)=O,(W,)=O,(W,)-d=d+dI,(W,)- 
d=dl,(W,)=d(l,(W,)-1)+d=dZ,(W,)+d.Ifk#1,thenO,(W,)=OG(W,)= 
d+dI,(W,)=d+dI,(W,). 
Proof of (2): If k = 1, then for 2 sisq-1, O,(W,)=O,(Wi)=dI,(Wi)= 
dI,(W,). If k#l, then O,(Wk)=O,(Wk)-d=dI,(W,)-d=d(I,(W,)-1)= 
dl,(W,),andfor2<i<q-1, ifk, O,(Wi)=O,(Wi)=dI,(Wz)=dI,(W,). 
Proof of (3): O,( W,)= O,( W,)=O. 
Proof of (4): Case 1. k = 1. Let W, be any vertex, 2~ is q - 1. Then there is a 
path pi in G from W, to W, that does not return to W, along the way. Furthermore, 
no arc in the path can point from W, to W,. Thus, if any arc pointing to W, is 
redirected and if d arcs from W, to W, are deleted, pI is a path in H from W, to W,. 
Case 2. k # 1, Ik = 1. In this case, Ok = d and the arc deletions result in the 
isolation of W, in H. Furthermore, if pi is again a path in G from W, to Wi, 
2 < is q - 1, i # k, then pi cannot contain an arc from Wi to W, since every arc 
exiting Wk in G points to W,, a vertex with outdegree 0. So again, p, is a path from 
W, to W, in H. 
Case 3. k # 1, Ik > 1. Let Wcl = W,, W,, Wci,. . . , W,,z be the vertices that can be 
reached (in G) from W, without visiting W,. Let W, = W,,+, , W,.+,, . . . , WC,_, be 
the others (excluding W,). Let pc,, is n, be a path in G from W, to WCC that does 
not visit Wk. Let PC,,+, denote a path in G from W, to Wk such that Wk is visited 
exactly once. Finally, let pc,, i > n + 1, denote a path in G from W, to W,, such that 
W, is visited exactly once and such that pc, includes pc,+, . Then, recalling that Ik > 0, 
we have that if a.k. is selected so as not to be the unique arc in pc,,+, that points to 
Wk, it is the case that per is a path in H from W, to W,,, is q - 1. 0 
These lemmas will, of course, be used in the sequel. However, Lemma 3.1 may 
be immediately used to extract two useful properties of G( CA, b). 
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Corollary 3.4. Suppose that C is a context-free grammar whose augmented grammar 
CA contains productions each of which give rise to exactly d symbols. Let b be a vector 
of production frequencies such that 
(1) OG(&,b) (N,) = d + dIG,(,,,t,,(NJ, 
(2) O,<,,,,(Ni) = dIGcC,.b)(Ni), 2 s is r, and 
(3) OG(C&,(t) = 0. 
Then there is at least one production of the form Nk + ttt. . . t whose frequency is one 
or more. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then of the dIi arcs exiting N,, 2~ i G r, at most (d - l)Ii have 
destination t. And, of the d + dI, arcs exiting Ni, at most (d - l)+ (d - 1)1, have 
destination t. Thus, if t is indexed by r + 1, we have 
I,+,s(d-l)+(d-l)I,+(d-1) C Ii 
i=2 
=(d-l)+d-‘(d-l)(O,-d)+(d-1) i dP’0; 
i=2 
=d-‘(d-l) i Oi=d-‘(d-l)rc Oi. 
i=l ,=I 
This, however, contradicts Lemma 3.1. 0 
Corollary 3.5. Suppose the hypotheses of Corollary 3.4. Then there is a non-zero vector 
b of production frequencies such that b’admits a derivation in CA and b,, G bi,, 1 s i s r, 
l<a<ni. 
Proof. By induction. Since the degree conditions on G( C,, 6) imply that its arcset 
E has cardinality a multiple of d, suppose that IEl = d. Then necessarily all produc- 
tions have frequency 0 except for a single instance of N, + ttt. . . t (d instances of 
the terminal t), which is itself a derivation. The vector b thus admits this trivial 
derivation, implying that 6 may be taken to equal b. Since C and b are fixed but 
unspecified, the corollary is thus true for any grammar C’ and any vector b’ such 
that IE’I = d, where E’ is the arcset of G(C,, b’). 
Now suppose that the corollary is true for any grammar C’ and vector b’ such 
that IE’I = de, where e is a positive integer. Suppose also that IEl = de + d. By 
Corollary 3.4, there is a production in C, of the form Nk + ttt. . . t whose frequency 
is one or more. 
Case 1. If k = 1, then 6 may be taken to be the frequency vector of zeros except 
for a single “1” representing a single instance of the derivation Nk + ttt. . . t. 
Case 2. Suppose k # 1. Then I, > 0 since Ok > 0, implying the existence of a 
production Nj + (YN~ whose frequency is positive. (Precisely where Nk falls with 
respect to the other d - 1 symbols represented by (Y is not important.) Now adjust 
G(C,, 6) as follows: remove an arc from N, to Nk, add an arc from Nj to t, and 
remove d arcs from Nk to t. This new graph, G( CL, b’), represents a new grammar 
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CL and a new vector b’ of production frequencies. The new grammar may be taken 
to contain precisely the productions of the old grammar, as well as the production 
N, + cut. (If this production is already in CA, then CA and CL are identical.) The 
vector b’ may likewise be considered identical to b except that, in b’, the frequency 
of Nk + ttt. . . t is reduced by 1, the frequency of Nj + aNk is reduced by 1, and the 
frequency of Nj + at is increased by 1 if that production was already in CA; otherwise 
it is exactly 1 and b’ is longer than b by one element. 
Hence, by virtue of the relationship between b and b’, any derivation in Ci that 
invokes 
(a) the production Nk + ftt.. . t(= ukl without loss of generality) at most b;, + 1 
times, 
(b) the production Nj + aNk(= uj,) at most bj, + 1 times, 
(c) the production Nj + at(= ujz) at most bj2- 1 times, and 
(d) all other productions N, + uia at most b:, times 
is a derivation in CA whose production frequency vector is bounded by b term by 
term; that frequency vector may hence serve as 6. 
Furthermore, by virtue of the way in which G(Ck, b’) is constructed, IE’I = de 
and G( CL, b’) is such that 
(1) OG(Ci,b’) (N,) = d + dk(ci,by(Nd, 
(2) oG(C;\,b’) (N) = dZG(ci,b,)( Ni), 2s is r, and 
(3) OG(Ci,b’)(t) = 0. 
The inductive hypothesis thus implies the existence of a frequency vector g such 
that p admits a derivation D in CL and 6:, s bj,. If D does not contain an instance 
of N, + (it, then D satisfies the conditions (a)-(d), and hence 6 may be taken to be 
6’. If D does contain an instance of N, + at, then the replacement of any instance 
of that production in D with the two productions N, + (YN~, Nk + ttt. . . 1 results in 
a new derivation in CL that satisfies conditions (a)-(d). Hence, b’ may be taken to 
be the frequency vector of that new derivation. 0 
4. Conditions implying the admittance of a derivation 
The results of this section are best introduced in the context of an augmented 
grammar CA each of whose productions has a right side of exactly one symbol 
(terminal t or non-terminal). For such a grammar C,.,, it is clear that b admits a 
derivation if and only if there is an Euler path in G( CA, b) from N, to t such that 
t is visited only once. Conditions equivalent to the existence of such an Euler path, 
though, are well known (see [2], for example): 
(1) &(cA,b,(N,)+ 1 = %(c.,.,,b,(N,), 
(2) &(~~,b)(lV;) = %,,b,(N,), if 1, 
(3) zG(CA,b,(t) = 1, 
(4) oG(CA,b,(f) = 0, 
(5) the non-isolated vertices of G( CA, b) are connected in the undirected sense. 
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Hence, the classifying of grammars for which Mb = (-1, 0, 0, . . . , O)T implies that 
b admits a derivation in C, can be accomplished by the classifying of grammars 
for which Mb = (-l,O, 0, . . . , O)= implies (l)-(5). 
This is the essential approach taken in dealing with arbitrary context-free gram- 
mars. The concept of Euler path, inadequate as given, will be extended to accommo- 
date augmented grammars C, each of whose productions give rise not to one symbol 
but to d symbols. Then, conditions equivalent to the existence of an extended Euler 
path (and hence a derivation in C,) will be derived, from which grammars C can 
be classified (via (2.1)-(2.5)) and from which the above follows as a special case. 
We begin with the extension of the Euler path concept. 
Definition 4.1. Let G be a rooted, directed multigraph with arcset E and vertices 
W,(root), W,, . . . , W,. Then any finite sequence A,, A,, . . . , AL of subsets of E, 
constructable by the following procedure, will be called a multipath of degree d in 
G terminating at W, and will be denoted MP(d, q) in G. 
(1) n:=l, 
(2) select d distinct arcs that exit W,, 
(3) mark the selected arcs, 
(4) A, := the set of marked arcs, 
(5) U, := the multiset of destination vertices of arcs in A, minus all instances of 
K7 
(6) while U,, f Id do begin 
(7) for each i such that W, E U,,, select d$,, distinct unmarked arcs that exit Wj, 
where A,, is the frequency of occurrence of W, in U,,, 
(8) mark the arcs selected, 
(9) n := n + 1, 
(10) A, := the set of marked arcs, 
(11) U,, := the multiset of destination vertices of the arcs in A,, minus all instances 
of W,, 
(12) end (while) 
(13) the sequence A,, A*, Ax,. . . , A, is an MP(d, q) in G. 
An MP( d, q) in G can be thought of as generated in the following way: a particle 
sits on the root. It splits into d distinct pieces, and each piece moves along an arc 
such that no two pieces move along the same arc. When the pieces reach their 
destination vertices, the d travelled arcs (the collection of which is A,) are marked 
and each piece not at W, splits into d pieces. Each piece then moves along an 
unmarked arc such that no two pieces travel along the same arc. When the pieces 
reach their destination vertices, the travelled arcs (the collection of which is A,) 
are marked and each piece not at WV splits into d pieces. This process continues 
until all pieces are at W,. 
Certainly not all multigraphs G have MP(d, 4)‘s; if, for example, O,( W,) < d, 
then step (2) cannot be executed. 
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Definition 4.2. An Eulerian MP( d, q) in G (denoted EMP( d, q) in G) is an MP( d, q) 
in GAl,A2 ,..., A, such that the set UF=, A, of marked arcs is equal to the arcset 
E of G. 
Clearly the terms Ai of an MP(d, q) in G are disjoint, and the terms of an 
EMP(d, q) partition the arcset E. It is also easily seen that an EMP( 1, q) in G is 
an Euler path whose source is W, and whose terminus is W,. 
Conditions necessary and sufficient for the existence of an EMP(d, q) in G are 
now given. 
Theorem 4.3. Let G be a rooted, directed multigraph with arcset E and non-isolated 
vertices W,(root), W,, W3,. . , , W,. Then 
(1) 0, = dI,+d, 
(2) O,=dI,,2sisq-1, 
(3) O,=O, 
(4) for every i, 2 s i s q - 1, there exists a path in G from W, to W, 
e 
there exists an EMP(d, q) in G. 
Proof. (a): Suppose IEl = d. Then there can be only two non-isolated vertices in 
G; W, and the vertex ( W,) to which W, sends d arcs. Thus, A, = {a,,, 11 s i < d} 
is an EMP(d, q) in G where q = 2. 
Now suppose that the theorem is true for any graph whose arcset has cardinality 
de, e a positive integer. Let IEl = d + de. Let W, be a vertex whose indegree is at 
least one and whose arcs to W, number at least d (Lemma 3.2). Let&( W,, W,) = h Z= 
d,.MW,, Wk)=lsl, and.i&(W,, W,)= v 2 0. ( W, and W, may be one and the 
same, in which case z1= h.) Form a new multigraph G’ with vertices W,(root), 
W,, W,, . . . , W, and arcset 
E’= (Eu{a,,,+J)-IQ+, ukqh-l, ukyh-2, . . . , ukqh-d+l, a,k,>, 
such that the arc apk, is of the type guaranteed to exist by Lemma 3.3. Then by 
Lemma 3.3, G’ satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3 ( W, may be isolated in G’). 
Thus, since 1 E’I = de, the inductive hypothesis implies the existence of an EMP( d, q) 
in G’, from which an EMP(d, q) in G follows by a simple construction. 
(+): Clear. 0 
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that C is a context-free grammar whose augmented grammar 
C, contains productions each of which gives rise to exactly d symbols. Let b be a 
vector ofproduction frequencies. Let t, the only terminal of C,, be indexed by r + 1. Then 
b admits a derivation in C, e there is an EMP(d, r+ 1) in G( C,, b). 
Proof. (*): Clear. 
(+): Similar to the proof of Corollary 3.5. 
Suppose, without loss of generality, that N,, N,, N3,. . . , N,, t are the non- 
isolated vertices of G(C,, b). Then by Theorem 4.3, 
(1) O,=d+dI,, 
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(2) Oi=dIi, 2sisr, 
(3) Or+, = 0, 
(4) there is a path from N, to N, for i, 2~ ic r. 
Let E denote the arcset of G(C,, h) and suppose IEl = d. Then r = 1 and all 
productions have frequency 0 except for the unit occurrence of the derivation 
N, + ttt. . . t. Thus, since C, and b are fixed but unspecified, the implication holds 
for any grammar CL and vector b’ such that 1 E’I = d. 
Suppose, then, that the existence of an EMP(d, r+ 1) in G( CL, b’) implies that 
b’ admits a derivation in CL if 1 E’I = de, for any grammar C’ and vector b’. Suppose 
IEI=de+d. ByC orollary 3.4, there is a production of the form Nk + ttt. . . t whose 
frequency is one or more. Hence, by Lemma 3.2, there is a production N, + cvNk of 
positive frequency. (NJ and Nk may be identical.) 
Now adjust G(C,, b) in the following manner: remove an arc from N, to Nk 
such that the arc is of the type guaranteed to exist by Lemma 3.3. Add an arc from 
Nj to t, and remove d arcs from Nk to t. 
This new graph, G(Ca, b’), represents a new grammar CL and a new vector b’ 
of production frequencies. The new grammar may be taken to contain precisely the 
productions of the old grammar, as well as the production Nj -+ at. (As before, C, 
and CL may or may not be identical. The vector b’ may likewise be considered 
identical to b except that, in b’, the frequency of Nk + ttt.. . t is reduced by 1, the 
frequency of Nj + CYN~ is reduced by 1, and the frequency of Nj + at is increased 
by 1 if that production was already in C a; otherwise it is exactly 1 and b’ is longer 
than b by one element.) 
By Lemma 3.3, then, G( CL, b’) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3 (vertex 
Nk may be isolated in G( CL, b’)); hence, there is an EMP( d, r + 1) in G( CL, b’). 
And, since IE’[ = de, the inductive hypothesis implies that b’ admits a derivation 
(which shall be represented in the usual way by a sequence of productions) in CL: 
Pi) Pi, P;, . . , ) P;_, , Nj + at, P;,, , P;+z,. . . , Pi. 
Thus, if the gth production Nj+ crt of that sequence is replaced with the two 
productions N, + CYN~, Nk + ttt. . . t previously deleted, the result is a derivation in 
C, whose frequency vector is b: 
p;,p;,ps,..., P;_,, Nj+aNk, Nk+ttt...t,P;+,,Pbtz ,..., P:. Cl 
It is thus seen that if C, is as described in Theorem 4.4, then b admits a derivation 
in C, iff 
(I) %w,(N,) = d + d&(,,,,,(N,), 
(2) Qx~~,~,(NJ = d&(CvA,b)(NO, 2s i c r, 
(3) C&C,&)(t) = 0, 
(4) there is a path from N, to N, in G(C,, b), 2~ is r. 
Hence, by Lemma 2.4, the condition Mb = (-1, 0, 0, . . . , O)T implies all of the 
conditions necessary for the existence of an EMP(& r+ 1) in G( C,, b) except that 
of connectivity with the root (or start symbol). However, the following theorem 
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characterizes the difference between Mb = (-1, 0, 0, . . . , O)T and the admittance of 
a derivation in C, by b. 
Theorem 4.5. Let CA be as described in Theorem 4.4. Suppose every non-terminal in 
CA can be expanded to termination. Then 
CA contains no islands e Vb (Mb = (-1, 0, 0, . . . , O)= 
a b admits a derivation in CA). 
Proof. (=s): Suppose C, contains no islands. Suppose b admits a derivation in C,. 
Then, by Chaudhuri, Mb = (-1, 0, 0, . . . , O)T. 
Now suppose Mb = (-1, 0, 0, . . , O)T. Then by Theorem 4.4, it suffices to show 
the existence of an EMP( d, r + 1) in G( C,, b). This condition, however, is guaranteed 
by Theorem 4.3 if 
(1) O,=d+dl,, 
(2) Oi=dIi, 2sisr, 
(3) O,,, =O, and 
(4) there is a path from N, to N, in G( C,, b) for every non-isolated vertex Ni, 
2SiSr. 
By Lemma 2.4, though, conditions (l)-(3) hold. It therefore suffices to show 
condition (4). 
To this end, suppose Nk is a non-isolated vertex in G( C,, b) such that there is 
no path from N, to Nk. Define Z = { Nj 1 there is a path from Nj to Nk in G( C,, b)}. 
Let P = ai, i,. , aizi3., ai,,,. , . . . , ai,,,k. be a longest path in G( C,, b) whose terminus is 
Nk. (In this case, path length is measured by distinct arcs visited. Vertices may be 
visited more than once, but each arc in the multigraph must be visited at most once.) 
The first vertex in the path, N,, , cannot be N, . Thus, Ii, > 0 since O,, > 0. But, if 
there is an arc a,,Si,X into Ni,, the source vertex Nk must be in Z since there is a 
path from Ni, to Nk. And, since P is assumed to be a longest path, the arc arOi,x 
must have already appeared in the path. Hence, there is a circuit in G(C,, b) in 
which Ni, is visited, implying the existence of a sequence S of productions 
5’ = Ni, + Ui,a, 3 N, + Uizaz 7N, + Utjaq 7. . . 7 N,,, + Ui,,a,,, 
such that Ni, is a term in the string u,,,~, Ni, is a term in the string u,+~, N, is a 
term in the string u+,,, . . . , Nin, is a term in the string u,__,,“,_, and N,, is a term in 
the string u~,,,~,, . By dorollary 3.5, however, there is a non-zero vector b’ of production 
frequencies such that bi, G bi, and b’ admits a derivation in C,. Since this derivation 
expands no non-terminals in Z (for there would then be a path from N1 to Nk in 
G(C,, b)), CA contains the island S, which contradicts the assumption that C, is 
islandless. G( C,, b) thus contains a path from N, to every non-isolated vertex Nk, 
implying by Theorem 4.4 that b admits a derivation in C,. 
(+): Now suppose that Vb (Mb = (-1, O,O, . . . , O)=e b admits a derivation in 
C,). Suppose that C, contains an island 
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where, without loss of generality, it may be assumed that the N,,‘s are distinct. Then 
there is a derivation D each of whose productions does not have left side in 
{N,, NJ, Ni,,*.., Ni,}. Suppose that b is the frequency vector of such a derivation. 
Then Mb=(-l,O,O ,..., O)=, implying by Lemma 2.4 that 
(I) G,,,,,b,(Nr) = d + dk~~A,b)(Nr), 
(2) %c,,b~(N) = dlG,,,,,(N), 2 s is r, and 
(3) GG(C,&b,(t) = 0. 
For all j, 1 s j < m, let S, be the multiset of non-terminals in the string ui a minus 
one occurrence of Ni,+, ifj # m; minus one occurrence of Ni, otherwise. The intention 
is to expand to termination the non-terminals in the Sj’s in such a way that, if b, 
is the vector of frequencies of occurrence of the productions in the multiset {N, + 
uirn, 11 <j s m} u {productions in an expansion to termination of the non-terminals 
in Sj 11 s j s m} u {productions in D}, then Mb0 = (- 1, 0, 0, . . . , O)=, but b0 does not 
admit a derivation. To this end, the expansion to termination of each occurrence 
of each non-terminal in S, will be understood to occur in the following way: if 
N, E S, is a non-terminal that is expanded in derivation D, then expand N, to 
termination using only productions occurrences of which are in D. And, if in the 
expansion of N, E S,, one encounters a production whose right side contains an 
occurrence of a non-terminal NY such that NY is expanded in derivation D, then 
expand NY to termination using only productions occurrences of which are in D. 
These constraints will guarantee that there is no path from N, to N,, in G( C,, b,). 
Now let bj, 1 c j c m, represent the vector of frequencies of productions in the 
multiset { N5 + u+} U {the productions in the expansion to termination of the non- 
terminals in S,}. Then, if j < m, b, admits a string of the form terminaZsNi,+, terminals, 
with Ni, as the start symbol; if j = m, then the string is of the form terminaZsN,, ter- 
minals. It is thus easily seen that b, = C,.=, b, admits a string of the form ter- 
minalsN,, terminals, with Nil as the start symbol. (One may replace Ni, with Ni, 
without affecting the validity of the claim.) Using arguments similar to Chaudhuri’s, 
then, Mb, = (0, 0, 0, . . . ,O)‘. Hence, MbO= (-l,O, 0,. . . , O)=, where b0 = b+ b,. 
However, by virtue of the constraints on the manner in which the elements of S, 
are expanded to termination, b, cannot admit a derivation in C, because there is 
no path in G( C,, b,) from N, to the non-isolated vertex Nil and hence no EMP( d, r + 
1) in G(C,, b,). Thus C, cannot contain an island as supposed. 0 
Corollary 4.6. Let C be a context-free grammar. Then C contains no islands@ 
Vb(Mb=(-l,O,O ,..., O)=@ b admits a derivation in C.) 
Proof. Clear by (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and Theorem 4.5. 0 
Examples 4.7. Returning to Wetherell’s grammar, it is seen that all derivations 
expand non-terminals S, E and T. Thus, there are no islands in C, in turn implying 
that the non-negative integer solutions to equations (1.1) define the production 
frequencies of the derivations in that grammar, and any context-free grammar such 
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that u,, contains non-terminals from among only N, = start, Ni+, , Nit2, . . . , N,, is 
islandless and thus has production frequencies defined by equations (1.2). 
5. Final comments 
It has been shown that Mb=(-l,O,O,...,O) ’ is the derived linear system of a 
grammar C iff C contains no islands. For such grammars, then, the rank of the 
derived linear system is the rank of M. Since the number of rows in M is equal to 
the number of non-terminals of the grammar, that value is an upper bound on the 
rank. It is easy to construct islandless grammars whose derived linear system has 
precisely that rank, however. In particular, any islandless grammar containing at 
least one production of the form N, + terminals for each i, 1 G is r, will generate a 
matrix M rewriteable as (-I,xllM’) by a rearrangment of columns. Similarly, one 
can construct islandless grammars such that the rank of M is less than the row 
dimension (Wetherell’s, for example). 
If the issue of grammar size is to be approached through derived linear systems, 
then grammars with islands can be considered to be the same size as equivalent 
islandless grammars. This suggests that equivalences between islandless and non- 
islandless grammars be the object of further study. 
Finally, since it seems most reasonable to define a derived linear system as that 
system of equations equivalent to the existence of a derivation, one hesitates to 
claim that Mb=(-l,O,O,... , O)T is a derived linear system for grammars with 
islands. It would, in that case, be necessary to derive a linearly algebraic formulation 
of the connectedness component of Theorem 4.3. 
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